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Abstract

For the semicircular plasmonic lens, the spiral phase is the origin of the spin-dependent surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
focusing. By counterbalancing the spin-dependent spiral phase with another spiral phase or Pancharatnam-Berry phase,
we realized the SPP focusing independent from the spin states of the excitation light. Analyses based on both Huygens-
Fresnel principle for SPPs and numerical simulations prove that the position, intensity, and profile of the SPP focuses are
exactly the same for different spin states. Moreover, the spin-independent SPP focusing is immune from the change of the
radius, the central angle, and the shape of the semicircular slit. This study not only further reveals the mechanism of spin-
dependent SPP devices but also provides effective approaches to overcome the influence of spin states on the SPPs field.
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Introduction
In the three-dimensional (3D) free space, optical lenses
play an indispensable role in molding the flow of light,
such as focusing, imaging, and optical Fourier transform
(FT). However, the inherent limitations of conventional
lenses are also gradually unveiled. Due to the diffraction
of light, the transversal full width at half maximum of a
focus is no less than about half a wavelength λ/(2n sin α),
which hinders the realization of superresolution lithog-
raphy and microscopy [1–3]. As for the optical FT rela-
tion between the front and back focal planes, the speed
of the transformation is restricted by the thickness and
focal length of the lens [4]. Above all, compared with the
wavelength of light, the volume of the lens is bulky
because of the curved surface used to achieve gradual
phase accumulation [5–7]. And that is incompatible with
the increasing demand for miniature and integrated
optical devices in research and applications [8–10].
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) which are hybrid

modes of phonons and electronic oscillations propagat-
ing along the two dimensional (2D) metal/dielectric
interface can be an effective tool to overcome the above
limitations [11–17]. With the subwavelength feature,
SPPs can be easily focused to a subwavelength spot [18–
21]. As the counterpart of the optical lens in the 3D
space, semicircular slit plasmonic lens cannot only focus

SPP fields but also perform SPP FT with a much faster
speed in a 2D plane [4]. Besides, in order to effectively
excite SPPs, the width of the slit is smaller than the
wavelength of incident light. Nevertheless, the focusing
of SPPs generated by the semicircular slit strongly de-
pends on the spin states of the incident light [22–25].
For left circularly polarized (LCP) and right circularly
polarized (RCP) incident light, the focal spots of SPPs
will experience spin-dependent transverse shifts, which
is distinctive from the focusing of circularly polarized
light in the free space. Since the study of the
spin-dependent semicircular SPPs lens in 2008 by Has-
man et al. [22–24], various mechanisms have been pro-
posed to accomplish the spin-dependent SPP focusing
[26–28]. The basic principle relies on the
spin-dependent phase distribution accomplished by
steering the orientation angles of subwavelength slits.
Moreover, spin-dependent SPP excitation [29], SPP vor-
tex [30], SPP hologram [31], SPP Bessel beam [32], and
SPP Airy beam [33] have been demonstrated. Overall,
spin-dependent SPP devices have been extensively stud-
ied. It is obvious and normal that the spin states of exci-
tation light can influence the functionality of SPP
devices because even the SPPs excited by a single sub-
wavelength slit or hole depend on the spin states [24, 26,
28, 33]. However, on the contrary, is it possible to avoid
the influence of spin states on the SPPs field and make
the SPPs lens spin-independent?
The SPPs generated by a semicircular slit are

imprinted with a spin-dependent spiral phase exp(iσ±θ),
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where the spin states σ± = ± 1 represent LCP and RCP
light, respectively [22–25]. In this paper, we propose a glo-
bal approach and a local approach to eliminate the influ-
ence of the spiral phase and achieve spin-independent
SPPs focusing. The global approach deals with the semi-
circular slit wholly and cancels out the spiral phase by
adding an opposite semicircular slit which can introduce
an inversed spiral phase. Regarding the semicircular slit as
the constitution of subwavelength slits, the spiral phase
can be counterbalanced locally with Pancharatnam-Berry
phase which is tuned by changing the orientation angle of
the slit. The spin-independent SPP focusing is analyzed
and verified with the Huygens-Fresnel principle for SPPs
as well as numerical simulations. The robustness of the
proposed approaches is tested by changing the radius,
central angle, and shape of the semicircular slit. Compared
with previous spin-dependent SPP devices [26–33], the
focusing of SPPs here is independent from the spin states
of the excitation light, which could improve the stability of
the SPP lens.

Results and Discussions
Spin-Independent Plasmonic Lens Consisted of Double
Semicircular Slits
For semicircular slit plasmonic lens illuminated by left
circularly polarized (LCP) and right circularly polarized
(RCP) incident light, the spiral phases increase from 0 to
π counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively, as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1b. The spiral phase results from
the interaction between the circularly polarized light and
anisotropic nanoscale structure [23]. Circularly polarized
light is the synthesis of the horizontally polarized and
vertically polarized light with a π/2 phase difference.
The SPPs excited by the two linear components can
be expressed as sinθ and cosθ, respectively [25]. Thus,
the SPP field generated by circularly polarized light is
sinθ + exp(iσ±π/2) cos θ = exp(iσ±θ). Without the spiral
phase, the wavefront of SPPs would be parallel to the
semicircular slit and the SPP wavevector ksp would be
along the radial direction. However, the spiral phase
corresponds to a spiral wavefront and the SPP

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the semicircular slit plasmonic lens (a) and the spin-independent SPP lens consisted of two semicircular slits (c).
With the illumination of LCP and RCP light, the excited SPPs will experience spin-dependent spiral phases (b). Adding another semicircular slit
can introduce an extra spiral phase, and the two spiral phases can cancel out each other when r1 − r2 = λsp/2 (d)
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wavevector will deviate from the radial direction, illus-
trated by the red and blue arrows in Fig. 1a. And,
ultimately, the spiral phase results in the transverse shift
of the SPP focus [22, 23, 25]. It is obvious that the spin-
dependent spiral phase, which is the origin of the spin
controlled SPP focusing, needs to be eliminated to realize
the spin-independent SPP lens.
Adding another semicircular slit to introduce add-

itional spiral phase could be a solution. When the
two semicircular slits are on the same side, the two

spiral phases cannot cancel each other out. Thus, the
semicircular slit should be added on the opposite
side. Figure 1c schematically shows the structure of
the SPP lens consisted of two semicircular slits with
different radius r1 and r2. The excited SPP fields
along the left and right semicircular slits can be
correspondingly expressed as:

EL
sp r1; θð Þ ¼ exp iσ�θð Þ; 0≤θ≤πð Þ; ð1Þ

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 2 For LCP light, the SPP focuses generated by the left semicircle slit (a) and the right semicircle slit (b) shift downward and upward, respectively.
For RCP light c and d, the positions of the SPP focuses are reversed. e, f The SPP focuses generated by spin-independent plasmonic lens are all in
center for LCP and RCP light. g, h The transversal and longitudinal distributions of the SPP focuses
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ER
sp r2; θð Þ ¼ exp iσ�θð Þ; π≤θ≤2πð Þ: ð2Þ

There exists a π phase difference between the spiral
phases generated by two semicircular slits. Particularly,
when the radiuses satisfy Δr = r1 − r2 = λsp/2, kspΔr = π
could just compensate the π phase difference between
the two spiral phases. As presented in Fig. 1d, the corre-
sponding phase of SPPs is central symmetry. Concretely,
the phase of SPPs generated from the point A1 is the
same as the phase of SPPs generated from the symmet-
rical point A2. And the SPPs generated by A1 and A2

will interfere constructively in the center, so do the
other points along the semicircular slits. Accordingly,

the SPPs generated by the two semicircular slits will be
focused in the center without transverse shift. When
the spin states of the incident light are changed, the left
and right spiral phases will be reversed simultaneously
and remain to be central symmetry. Therefore, the SPPs
excited by both LCP and RCP light can be focused in
the center of the semicircular, which indicates the
spin-independent feature of the plasmonic lens.
The performance of the spin-independent plasmonic

lens is analytically examined with the Huygens-Fresnel
principle for SPPs [34, 35]. In the polar coordinate
system, the SPP fields generated by the left and right
semicircular slits can be respectively expressed as:

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3 Simulated SPP field generated by LCP (a) and RCP (b) light. c, d The corresponding transversal and longitudinal distributions. The
positions and profiles of the SPP focuses generated by LCP and RCP light are exactly the same. e, f The corresponding phase
distributions around the focus. The two spiral phases with opposite directions in e and f can cancel out each other, which is the origin
of spin-independent SPP focusing
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EL
sp ρ; θð Þ ¼ −

iffiffiffiffiffiffi
λsp

p
Z π

0
cosφEL

sp r1; θð Þ exp ikspd
� �
ffiffiffi
d

p exp iπ=4ð Þr1dθ;

ð3Þ

ER
sp ρ; θð Þ ¼ −

iffiffiffiffiffiffi
λsp

p
Z 2π

π
cosφER

sp r2; θð Þ exp ikspd
� �
ffiffiffi
d

p exp iπ=4ð Þr2dθ:

ð4Þ

where φ denotes the angle between the radial direction
and the SPP propagating path and d is the distance from the
secondary source to an arbitrary point F, as shown in Fig. 1b.

Substituting Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the
SPP field distributions can be obtained and are given in
Fig. 2a–d. The white dashed semicircle represents the semi-
circular slit, and the horizontal dashed line is drawn to
clearly show the transverse shift of SPPs focus. It can be seen
that the direction of the transverse shift of the SPP focus is
always opposite for the left and right semicircular slits. For
the spin-independent plasmonic lens, the SPP distribution is
the superposition of the SPP fields generated by two semicir-
cular slits, which can be written as Espðρ; θÞ ¼ EL

spðρ; θÞ
þER

spðρ; θÞ. Thus, the intensity of SPPs in the center is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4 For semicircular slits with Δr = λsp, SPP vortexes excited by LCP (a) and RCP (b) exhibit opposite topological charges. The change of the
radius and central angle will not affect the spin-independent SPPs focusing (c, d). The proposed approach is also suitable for spiral slits (e, f)
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Isp 0; θð Þ ¼ Esp 0; θð Þ�� ��2 ¼ EL
sp 0; θð Þ þ ER

spð0; θÞ
���

���
2

¼ ILsp 0; θð Þ þ IRsp 0; θð Þ þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ILsp 0; θð ÞIRsp 0; θð Þ

q
cosΔΦsp;

ð5Þ

where the phase difference is ΔΦsp = ksp(r1 − r2) − π and
the term π results from the difference between the left
and right spiral phases. To realize spin-independent
focusing, the SPPs should interfere constructively in the
center. Thus, the radiuses of the slits should satisfy

Δr ¼ 2nþ 1ð Þ λsp
2

; n ¼ ⋯−2;−1; 0; 1; 2;⋯ð Þ: ð6Þ

As presented in Fig. 2e and f, the SPP fields generated
by LCP and RCP light are all focused in the center. The
wavelength of incident light is 632.8 nm, and the corre-
sponding wavelength of the SPPs λsp is 606 nm for the
Au/air interface [12, 36]. The radiuses of the left and
right semicircular slits are 5 μm and 4.697 μm. The nor-
malized transversal and longitudinal distributions of the
SPP focuses are extracted and compared in Fig. 2g and
h. The spin-dependent transversal shifts of the SPP
focuses in Fig. 2a–d disappear. The positions as well as
the profiles of the SPP focuses generated by LCP and
RCP light are exactly the same, which verifies the feasi-
bility of the spin-independent plasmonic lens.
Full-wave numerical simulations are also performed

based on the finite-different time-domain (FDTD) method.
The parameters are kept to be the same as the ones used in
the analytical calculation with the Huygens-Fresnel
principle. The simulated SPP distributions in Fig. 3a and b
agree very well with the analytical results. The transversal
and longitudinal distributions in Fig. 3c and d show that
the full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the focuses
along the x- and y-direction (190 nm and 260 nm) are all
smaller than half a wavelength. The position, the FWHM,
and the intensity of the SPP focuses are all independent

from the spin states of the incident light. The SPPs excited
by the semicircular slits will gradually attenuate during
propagation. The propagation loss is caused by the ab-
sorption in the metal [11, 12] and has been taken into
consideration in the simulations by using a complex per-
mittivity (εAu = − 11.821 + 1.426i). Thus, the propagation
loss does not affect the spin-dependent focusing of the
SPPs. Figure 3 e and f give the phase distributions around
the focal spot. As indicated by the green dotted arrows,
two spiral phases with clockwise and counterclockwise di-
rections counterbalance each other, which lead to the
spin-independent SPP focusing. The flat phase in the cen-
ter corresponds to the focusing area. It should be noted
that the phase distributions of SPPs in Fig. 3e and f are dif-
ferent under different spin states of the excitation light.
But they are central symmetry, which requires that the in-
tensity distributions of SPPs should be center symmetry as
well. To satisfy the center symmetry requirement, the SPP
focuses generated by LCP and RCP light should both be
located in the center. Thus, the spin-independent intensity
distributions do not necessarily mean the phase distribu-
tions are spin-independent. Here, we mainly refer to the
field intensity when saying spin-independent.
The evolutions of the SPP distribution with the dif-

ference of radiuses Δr are revealed. When the ra-
diuses satisfy Δr = nλsp, the two semicircular slits are
equivalent to one circular slit with spiral phase vary-
ing from 0 to 2π. Taking Δr = λsp as an example, the
spin-dependent SPP vortexes can be obtained, as pre-
sented in Fig. 4a and b. The phase distributions in
the insets of Fig. 4a and b show that the topological
charge of SPP vortexes is l = 1 and l = − 1 for LCP
and RCP light, respectively. Thus, the separation Δr
between the two semicircular slits has a great influ-
ence on the performance of the plasmonic lens. The
two spiral phases can cancel each other out, and
spin-independent SPP focusing can be accomplished
only when Eq. (6) is satisfied. Moreover, according to
Eq. (6), the radius and the central angle of the slits

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 A semicircular slit can be divided into subwavelength rectangle slits (a). When the slits are vertically arranged, the PB phase generated by
the each slit can be utilized to locally cancel the spiral phases generated by the LCP (b) and RCP light (c)
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could not affect the focusing property of the plas-
monic lens. For arc slits with a central angle 2π/3, r1
=3.7 μm and r2 =2.2 μm, Δr ¼ 5

2 λsp , and the SPPs ex-
cited by LCP and RCP light are all focused in the
center, as shown in Fig. 4c and d. Furthermore, the
proposed approach can be applied to the spiral slits.
For a spiral slit described by r1ðθÞ ¼ r0 þ θ

π λsp, adding
another spiral slit with r2 = r1 − λsp/2 can counterbal-
ance the spiral phase and realize spin-independent
SPP focusing. The SPP distributions in Fig. 4e and f

demonstrate the versatility and robustness of the pro-
posed approach.

Spin-Independent SPP Focusing Based on Pancharatnam-
Berry Phase
In the above discussions, we have treated the semicir-
cular slit as a whole. As shown in Fig. 5a, a semicir-
cular slit can be divided into subwavelength rectangle
slits. In this way, the geometry Pancharatnam-Berry
(PB) phase determined by the orientation angle of the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 6 a, b The spin-independent SPP focusing for the lens consisted of subwavelength slits. c, d The transversal and longitudinal profiles of the SPP focus. e,
f The corresponding phase distributions. g, h The spin-independent SPP focusing cannot be influenced by the change of the radius and central angle
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slit is brought in [37, 38], which can be expressed as
φPB = σmα. Thus, the phase of SPPs generated by each
subwavelength slit is:

Φsp θð Þ ¼ σ�θ þ φPB: ð7Þ

The spiral phase can be canceled out locally by steer-
ing the PB phase distribution. In Fig. 5a, the PB phase is
a constant φPB = π/2 and has no effect on the spiral
phase. When the PB phase satisfies φPB = σmθ, the spiral
phase is counterbalanced locally and the phase of SPPs
generated by each slit is Φsp(θ) = 0. Thus, the subwave-
length slits should be aligned along the vertical direc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 5b and c.
The intensity distributions of SPPs generated by the

spin-independent plasmonic lens consisted of vertical
subwavelength slits are given in Fig. 6a and b. The width
and length of the slits are 50 nm and 200 nm, respect-
ively. The longitudinal and transversal profiles of the
SPP focuses in Fig. 6c and d show that the position, the
FWHM, and the intensity of the SPP focuses generated
by the LCP and RCP light are indistinguishable. Com-
pared with the SPP distributions in Fig. 3c and d, the
transversal FWHM of the focus is about the same, while
the longitudinal FWHM is more than three times larger.
That is because SPPs generated by the opposite semicir-
cular slit in Fig. 3c and d can effectively compress the
transverse size of the SPP focus. Figure 6 e and f present
uniform angular phase distributions around the focus,
and no spiral phase is observed. That is because the
spiral phase has been locally canceled by the PB phase.
This is clearly different from the double semicircular
slits approach which still preserves the spiral phases in
Fig. 3e and f. The change of radius and central angle
will not affect the focusing property of the SPP lens.
Figure 6 g and h show the spin-independent SPP distri-
butions generated by slits with a central angle 2π/3 and
radius r = 2 μm.

Conclusions
In conclusion, counterbalancing the spin-dependent spiral
phase by introducing another spiral phase or
Pancharatnam-Berry phase is the fundamental principle of
spin-independent SPP focusing. The positions and profiles
of SPP focuses generated by LCP and RCP light are exactly
the same with the spin-independent plasmonic lens. This
study further reveals that the spiral phase is a decisive fac-
tor in determining the focusing property of the semicircular
plasmonic lens. Moreover, the proposed methods can be
utilized to design polarization-independent devices in other
frequency bands [39, 40] by scaling the structure.

Methods
3D numerical simulations are performed with the com-
mercial software Lumerical FDTD Solutions. In the
simulation, semicircular slits with a width of 240 nm are
etched on the 150-nm-thick gold film and the substrate
is SiO2 with a refractive index of 1.46. The refractive
index of the gold film can be obtained from the Johnson
and Christy model [36]. The mesh accuracy is set as 3,
and the corresponding size of each mesh cell is about
13 × 13 × 40 nm, which can achieve a good trade-off be-
tween accuracy, memory requirements, and simulation
time. Perfectly matched layers (PML) with eight num-
bers of layers in the x-, y-, and z-directions are utilized
as the boundary conditions to absorb the propagating
SPP fields. Horizontally polarized light and vertically po-
larized light with a phase different σ±π/2 are utilized to
synthesize the LCP and RCP light sources. And the light
source illuminates the sample from the backside to avoid
its influence on the excited SPPs. To obtain the profiles
of SPP focus, a 2D field monitor is placed 50 nm above
the gold film, which is within the decay length of SPPs.

Abbreviations
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SHE: Spin Hall effect; SPPs: Surface plasmon polaritons
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